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In 1982 the volume of “Archeologia Medievale” contained two papers on early medieval pottery; one which attempted to assess the implications of finds for the interpretation of the early medieval economy in southern Italy, and the other which provided a conspectus of finds in the same area1. Ten years have passed and it is right to expect significant advances in the subject. The 80's have in fact seen some major projects that have focussed on early medieval contexts, such as the excavations at the Crypta Balbi in Rome, at Portus and Pianabella in the area of Ostia, at the monastery of San Vincenzo al Volturno and in Naples, whilst many other sites like Otranto, Avicenna and Squillace have added significantly to our knowledge. There have been a number of relevant conferences (on late Roman and early medieval glazed pottery in Italy2, on the early medieval archaeology of Calabria3, on Rome in the early medieval period4) and the excavations of the domusculta of Santa Cornelia have finally appeared in print5. The publishing of John Hayes' pottery report on the excavations of Saraçhane, Istanbul, also now provides a firm point of reference for Byzantine pottery from the eastern capital6. Whilst all these initiatives are of great value in themselves, they further highlight our ignorance of central and southern Italian material culture. Unfortunately, particularly in the south, there has been little attempt at problem-oriented research7. Furthermore, few efforts have been made to obtain the overviews necessary to our comprehension of Italy's early medieval history.
To try and make sense out of the material, we must ask ourselves what are the principal problems that need to be tackled so as to come to grips with the potential of early medieval ceramics in the study of Italian social and economic history. For present purposes, we define the problems on three levels:
1. lack of archaeological evidence;
2. lack of definitions and specific in-depth studies;
3. lack of attempts to approach the wider archaeological and historical issues that may be tackled through the ceramic evidence.
These may be summarized as follows:
1. lack of archaeological of evidence. For example:
- the lack of published groups from certain areas and certain periods. Here we should praise the work of scholars whose policy is to publish old excavations whose records have never seen the light of day8.
- the lack of known kiln sites. The kiln/production sites datable after the sixth century comprise Misenum (amphorae - eighth century), Otranto (amphorae, coarse wares - later seventh/early eighth centuries), Monte Gelato (domestic wares - late eighth/early ninth centuries), Ischia (amphorae and other wares - eighth century), Cumae (painted and domestic wares - sixth/seventh centuries) and S. Vincenzo al Volturno (domestic wares 11th century)9;
- the difficulty of recognizing some early medieval ceramics, and especially abraded surface survey material.
2. lack of definitions and of specific studies:
- lack of clear definitions of terminology used in ceramic studies, often resulting in a lack of standardization of terms: slipping, partial slipping, broad and narrow line decoration; amphorae;
other terms requiring a clear definition are those relating to technology, for example, slow-wheel, fast-wheel; impasto;
- the lack of specific studies;
- typology;
- fabric characterization;
- functional analyses of vessel types, etc.;
- chronology: traditional dating is based on coins and African red slip wares, thus on most sites there are problems after the mid fifth-sixth centuries (with the collapse of the Rornan type market economy), and on some sites after the seventh century;
3. wider archaeological/historical issues which may be approached through ceramic evidence, such as:
- trade; 
- economy; 
- social differentiation;
- cultural differentiation;
- settlement patterning.

To try and assess the potential of ceramic evidence we propose a model for pottery development through from late antiquity to the middle ages, from an exchange system that still possesses many Roman characteristics in the fifth/sixth centuries, through the "dark age" recession, to the opening-up of trade again at the end of the millennium. This model has been constructed by taking into account our own research and what has been published by others. It is a first attempt and, whilst we realize that it may be deficient in various aspects, we fully believe that, if nothing else, it may serve to clarify ideas and stimulate discussion. It may be broken down into four major trends of economic development through time based on changing patterns of settlement which we believe may be recognized in central and southern Italy10. We have deliberately excluded Sicily, although the model might also apply there. The trends may be categorized as follows:
1. Successful towns and their immediately dependent territories, or those old Roman towns that maintained urban characteristics throughout the course of early medieval times.
2. Unsuccessful towns, or those old Roman towns that did not survive into or through early medieval times retaining urban characteristics. Indeed, many disappeared completely.
3. Rural areas that remained rural areas with no particularly distinct central place in early medieval times.
4. Rural areas in which a distinct and major central place developed through the course of early medieval times.

We intend to substantiate our model through a discussion of the ceramic evidence relating to each category. Although a certain amount of repetition is necessary, it will be kept to a minimum.

1. Successful towns

Urban archaeology and in particular work on early medieval urbanism in central and southern Italy is still in its infancy. For the time being we identify successful towns with Rome, Naples, Otranto, Benevento and probably Reggio Calabria and Bari, although future work may revise and add to the list. Clearly 'there are other Roman towns which continued to have an administrative role throughout the early medieval period; however, whether they were urban in economic terms is uncertain, and until further archaeological research has been carried out these have been excluded11.
It is not surprising that our successful towns are both towns that were still very important in late Roman times and are, in general, quite important today. Those that have been excavated have yielded abundant ceramic material dating to late Roman times, including a wealth of imports from areas such as North Africa and the Eastern Mediterranean, and indeed most examples of seventh century import wares, including the latest production of African Red Slip ware.
During the fourth, fifth and, at least, part of the sixth centuries, the local pottery found both on urban and rural settlements seems to have come largely from a few major production sites. Indeed, both the forms and fabrics appear highly standardized and competently worked. In Naples, for example, much of the pottery of this date seems to be identical to that produced in the ager Falernus kilas and paralleled by examples from the sites of Posto and San Rocco, Francolise, two Roman villas close to the kiln sites12. Scientific analysis of the pottery fabrics is needed to prove that the ager Falernus supplied Naples, but the two areas lie only some 50 kms apart and were well connected along the coast. The various kiln sites of the late Roman pottery industry of the ager Falernus appeared during the fist century A.D., following a long tradition of ceramic manufacture in the area13. Right from the start they produced African Red Slip ware imitations. In the fourth and fifth centuries African Red Slip form Hayes 61 was manufactured in quantity, alongside imitation African lamps and a whole range of local forms, including rouletted cups and bowls and mortaria, all bearing an orange, red or brownish overall matt slip. Some of the vessels had applied pellets or pastilles of clay decorating their rims. Similar applied pellets have been found on a slipped flanged bowl at Benevento14, on a jug handle from Acerra15, on the rims of basins from Atripalda16 and Venosa17, as well as at San Giovanni di Ruoti and nearby Calle di Tricarico18.
The products of the late Roman industry of the ager Falernus find close formal parallels amongst products from kiln sites in southern Lazio (San Quirico) and at Calle di Tricarico, Basilicata, which will be discussed below under rural productions, as well as amongst other productions whose centres have not yet been located19. The wares from the production site of San Giacomo degli Schiavoni, Molise, for instance, fit into this pattern of late Roman industries20.
Around Rome, the pattern seems to have been analogous although in this area the tradition of slipped pottery seems to have played a more marginal role in late Roman productions. Whitehouse, whilst discussing such pottery from the Schola Praeconum, remarked that “they belong to a large, but at present ill-defined, group of 'colour-coated' wares, which continued to be made until at least c. 600”21.
Many of the production sites seem to have essentially closed down during the course of the fifth or first half of the sixth century. However, from the point of view of product standardization and competence these industries may also find parallels in more short-lived productions such as that of the so-called Venafro type ware, which continued into the sixth century. Venafro type ware is a pottery that comprises prevalently whole forms in an orange-brown fabric with a characteristic highly burnished exterior surface overpainted with fine geometric decoration in thin red strokes, rather after the fashion of the Carthage painted wares22. Although the first discoveries made at Venafro, which are so abundant as to suggest a fairly local production, were not closely datable, later finds suggest a chronological span for the ware from the fifth to the sixth centuries. Furthermore, a very similar ware, but lacking the painted decoration, and which has been termed a stralucido, was common in Naples from about the end of the fourth and early fifth centuries, becoming very common in late fifth and early sixth century contexts and disappearing by the seventh century23. The Venafro type ware has since been found at Forum Claudii24, Saepinum25 and San Vincenzo al Volturno26. The burnished ware commonly found in Naples has also been found at Capri27, S. Anastasia28, Nola, Atripalda29, Agropoli30, in the area of Avellino31, as well as at San Vincenzo al Volturno32, Venafro33, Saepinum34 associated with Venafro type ware, and at Matrice35, in Molise, San Giovanni di Ruoti, in Basilicata36 and even as far south as Tropea, in Calabria37.
The latest ceramics from these late Roman industries seem to have overlapped during the later fifth and early sixth century with a series of new products that set the stage for the typical early medieval wares. These have been identified at Naples, Capua, and elsewhere and are still of a highly technical standard when compared to some of the rural 'cemetery' vessels found in southern Italy (Fig. 2)38. A number of differences may, nonetheless, be noted. Rouletting went out with the disappearance of the industries. More significantly, painting replaces overall slipping, perhaps going through intermediate stages of partial slipping by immersion and slip coating through the use of cloth and brush strokes. Furthermore, though forms are repetitive, there is perhaps less standardization, suggesting that the material did not come from any single large "industry", but perhaps from a number of smaller, part-time (?), producers. One of these existed near the amphitheatre at Cumae, where old excavations revealed a dump of kiln material comprising one and two-handled jugs with broad painted festoons39.
A similar phenomenon seems to have taken place in the Rome area, though perhaps slightly later. The late Roman productions of this area have still to be clearly defined. However, at the excavations of Pianabella (Ostia Antica), pottery with painted decoration appears alongside partially/completely slipped vessels in the sixth to seventh centuries and by the late seventh to eighth centuries has totally replaced the latter40. However painted products, although destined to have a wider, although brief, diffusion during the late eighth and early ninth centuries, were never produced in any significant quantity in the Rome area.
The late Roman phenomenon of dirigisme seems to have developed from the fourth century, altough it probably became evermore vital during the later sixth and seventh centuries with the collapse of a generalized market system: the actual incidence of this and forms of open market exchange on the economy is still a matter of some debate41. It is very difficult to detect forms of directional trade: however, we believe that the archaeological distribution of some specific ceramics may be an indication of the presence of the phenomenon. In the early sixth century standard late Roman amphora types are still found on many settlements, even if they tend to fall off in quantity and variety of types have in contrast very market preferential distributions. The later sixth and seventh century "Samos cistern type" amphora, probably produced on the island of Samos itself, reaches the western Mediterranean, although it appears only at the largest of urban settlements, or on minor sites that were clearly linked to Byzantine political strategy. The former sites comprise Rome/Portus, Naples, Ravenna/Classe and Carthage. The latter include the castra in north-east Italy, the castra around Naples and the short-lived port of Kaukana in Sicily, expressly mentioned by Procopius43.
Good quality and professionally produced domestic, painted and cooking wares, however, never seem to have disappeared from the urban markets of Rome and Naples, suggesting a substantial continuity in these markets. Although we have few well-dated seventh century groups from either site, the eighth and early ninth century ceramic assemblages from Naples are so similar to those from Rome as to suggest close contacts between the two cities (Figs. 3-4)44. Indeed, it would be worth examining the possibility of trade in ceramics between the two sites through fabric analyses. This has been done for the typical examples of Forum ware found m Naples which, however, appears to fall into a petrological group distributed in Campania and Molise, and not into groups distributed in the Rome area45. Other very similar products common to both Rome and Naples include painted wares: large two-handled jars, small pots with tubular spouts, trilobed jugs (?) and occasional bowl forms (Fig. 3.35; Fig. 4.4-5; Figs. 5-6). The Naples potters, however, appear to have applied a certain amount of fantasy in the painting of their wares, with spots and spirals accompanying the more usual painted bands (Fig. 5). Spot-painted vessels are not common although a jug from the Lombard cemetery at Vicenne bears such decoration combined with bands, and a beaker with spots has just been unearthed at Oria in Puglia46. The potting clay of the Neapolitan ceramics is very refined, contrasting both with earlier pots with the vessels from nearby Ischia, and with many found in other parts of southern Italy.
Byzantine influence seems to be fairly clear in the late poorly made lamps of so-called "Sicilian" type as is expressed by finds from Saraçhane. They occur on various sites in the Byzantine Mediterranean including in Italy, Rome, Naples, Ischia Cumae, and Reggio Calabria. A Sicilian origin for at least some of these finds is very probable47. Lamps often accompanied cargoes of food supplies, and in fact their diffusion corresponds with the decline in Tunisian products and with a period of growing prosperity for Sicily which exported grain towards Constantinople, Rome and Naples. Their later, eighth and early ninth century derivatives, the lucerne a ciabatta, are in many cases found on the same sites, but are probably local productions. They are common to both Rome and Naples (Fig. 3.6; Fig. 4.6), whilst a locally produced example has just been found at the early medieval kiln site of Otranto48. They are so far singularly absent from Lombard areas.
The same types of transport amphorae are also very common in Rome (Crypta Balbi), Portus and Naples in the eighth and early ninth centuries, and were certainly produced at both Ischia and Misenurn (Fig. 3.1-2; Fig. 4.2-3), indicating a surplus in agricultural production and the exportation of a liquid commodity which was almost certainly wine49.
Increased regionalization from around the seventh century may be expressed by the ceramics from Ischia. Although the island lies very close to Naples, much of the pottery there appears to have been produced locally with its own idiosyncrasies. The trilobed jugs with broad painted spiraling bands around the body, for example, often bear zig-zag lines incised around the shoulders50. They appear to be approximately of seventh century date, as may be the lipped and flanged painted bowls which had iron-oxide trituration grits applied to the interior surface in the fashion of earlier Roman mortaria, and small painted cups51. Large basins with broad painted arcs were probably also produced52.
The only territory closely dependent on a major urban site for which we possess any evidence post-dating the seventh century is that of Rome, where a series of sites has now been excavated53. Pride of place amongst these should be given to Santa Cornelia and Monte Gelato, both of which appear to be part of the domusculta of Capracorum, founded during the late eighth century by pope Hadrian I. The domuscultae in the Roman campagna are to be considered as satellites of Rome, as their agricultural production was expressly geared to the needs of the Papal States54. Right from the time of their foundation, the ceramic products are found as exist in Rome itself and there is evidence for ceramic production, not only of domestic pottery, but probably also of a luxury product such as Forum ware55.
The ceramic production of the late eighth to early ninth centuries is distinguished by the richness of the decoration and finishing techniques, strikingly seen in the Forum ware with its thick glaze and elaborate applied decoration, but also in the domestic pottery with its characteristic incised combed decoration, knife trimmed bases and light surfaces giving the appearance of a slip. These developments are a further reflection of the cultural and economic revival of the urban centre, the result of the new alliance between the papacy and the Carolingian empire, and renewed links with its territory.
Prior to the foundation of the domuscultae there is little or no evidence for pottery in the Campagna and clearly this revival is directly linked to the reorganization of the area by the papacy. The foundation of the domuscultae may have created the conditions necessary for the emergence of independent professional potters who could also have exploited an existing system of transport and distribution, however it is also possible that in this initial phase the Church had a role in the production and distribution of pottery, perhaps with the presence of "at ached specialists"56.

From the later ninth, and especially from the late tenth/11th centuries, the pottery appears evermore standardised. There is a gradual reduction in the range of forms (increasingly limited to a restricted number of standardized types); the fabrics become more refined and the walls of the vessels increasingly thinner. At the same time the rich decoration of the late eighth and early ninth centuries gradually becomes more simplified and during the tenth century finally disappears. There is a marked decrease in the quantity of glaze adopted on the Forum ware which by the 11th century has evolved into sparse glazed ware. All of these are elements which suggest increasing mass production and they coincide with an increase in the amount of pottery in circulation, especially evident in the Roman campagna57.
A full understanding of the circulation of pottery in early medieval towns requires examination of the evidence from Benevento, Reggio Calabria, Bari and Otranto. From 570 Benevento was the centre of Lombard domination in the south, and it has been the focus of considerable archaeological work over the last decade which has yielded abundant early medieval remains, although these remain unpublished. For the moment, we may only hypothesize as to what some of the  Beneventan material may be like through Peduto's excavations in Beneventan Lombard territory, which are discussed below. The only major archaeological site excavated at Reggio Calabria that has yielded early medieval phases is that at the new "stazione lido", for which only fragments of ceramica a vetrina pesante have been published58. It would not be surprising if Reggio Calabria essentially repeated the patterns of pottery use noted for Syracuse where, again, very little is known, although imported unguentaria of the seventh century are worthy of note as an indication of continuing commercial contacts with Byzantium59. Similarly, rather little is still known about Bari, although fairly recent-excavations have revealed some pottery which, taken with other archaeological and literary evidence, seems to support our prediction for its status along with the few other major sites in early medieval southern Italy60. Work at Otranto, stimulated by Francesco D'Andria, has recently provided information on seventh, and perhaps early eighth, century pottery production and a fairly reliable sequence of early medieval ceramics from the ninth/tenth centuries onwards. This later pottery includes abundant painted and cooking wares and suggests probable continuity in professional production, although the sequence for the eighth and part of the ninth centuries still needs to be clarified. Close links with the pastern Byzantine empire are particularly noticeable, both in the seventh century, with the local production of coarse wares and amphorae in forms identical to those of some eastern Byzantine areas, and at the turn of the millennium, with the presence of glazed imports of Byzantine production61.
The 12th century finally sees a radical change in pottery manufacture and technology, in particular the introduction of glazed wares over the entire peninsula and presumably a change in the organization of workshops. This is a clear result of the growth and development of a new market economy.

2. Unsuccessful towns

Unsuccessful towns are numerous in central and southern Italy, although few have yet been studied as regards their lates phases of occupation as towns or as something else. Amongst the best documented we may count Scolacium in Calabria, Ordona and Canosa in Puglia, and Metaponto, Grumentum and Venosa in Basilicata.
What is striking is that the latest contexts identified at most of these sites are characterized by imported African Red Slip ware and Late Roman C, alongside pottery from the late Roman ceramic industries (see above). This does rather suggest that the main period of urban abandonment coincides with the disappearance of these industries. We have given these industries urban connotations in countryside. This is because although they were not generated by any single urban market, they served various urban and rural markets through the system of nundinae or market-days that rotated around various towns according to fixed regulations62. Country areas were more often than not served by products through these channels and when more ceramic evidence is available we will probably be able to plot the fall-offs of various products not only with distance from the manufacturing sites, but also with distance from towns involved in the nundinae. This is an efficient indirect distribution systemt3. Fairs continued into medieval times, although they appear to have been either small market concerns, reaching a limited area and, presumably, supplying a limited range of predominantly agricultural products, or very large and very occasional affairs, at major sites, often of pilgrimage. Thus Cassiodorus describes the major fair of St. Cyprian, which was held on September 16th, at the ancient sacred springof Leucothea, in a plain at Marcilianum (Sala Consilina, SA): “Everything that industrious Campania, or opulent Bruttii, or sheep-herding Calabria, or strong Apulia produces, is there to be found exposed for sale, on such reasonable terms that no buyer goes away dissatisfied. It is a charming sight to see the broad plains filled with suddenly-reared houses formed of leafy branches intertwined: all the beauty of the most leisurely-built city, and yet not a wall to be seen”64.
By the later sixth century, the regular market was both a thing of the past and of the future. Clearly when towns declined the markets declined with them and the rurally based ceramic production sites became anti-economical for professional potters. Though their position had been based on p mary resource location (clay, wood, water, etc.), this was with the guarantee that large markets were readily at hand through an efficient (Roman) communication network. However, the collpase of many pottery industries in the fifth and sixth centuries is probably not only to be explained by cessation in demand (although demand presumably diminished with diminishing population levels) or by rising marketing costs, but also by internal costs. As population levels dropped and intensive agriculture diminished, agricultural surplus became increasingly restricted and more highly valued as an exchange commodity. It-would therefore be used primarily for exchange with money to pay taxes or for exchange with other basic goods. In this context we could expect the emergence of an economic system directed principally towards fundamental needs. Pottery could, instead, be made by the household or by a household industry for group use and this seems to be a pattern that emerges with the development of the village community. Only more developed societies could permit the maintenence of a full-time workforce devoted to non-agricultural pursuits.
As evidence for these industries does not generally run past the early sixth century, it may be suggested that in some cases the Greco-Gothic wars provided the final blow, although such a major trauma can only have been the coup de grace to a pervasive market system that had been deteriorating steadily from about the later fourth century65.
Some unsuccessful towns were totally abandoned, whilst others seem to have remained the site of limited population groups that may, to all intents and purposes be termed rural. Certainly much evidence of such minor occupation has been shovelled away by excavators in the past, eager to uncover classical remains. At times, all that has been noted are occasional burials, that rarely escape the archaeologist's attention, with often undefinable ceramic types not easily paralleled by successful toan wares. A good case in point is Paestum, where Paolo Peduto has attempted to recover surviving scraps of evidence for the late Roman and early medieval phases of occupation with a certain measure of success66. Unless the limited occupation of these sites was provided for by a central authority, perhaps for defense or for rural administration, the ceramics are probably going to reflect a low-level rural economy, which is discussed below. The nature og ceramic assemblages might thus be a key in interpreting the role of minor occupation on unsuccessful town sites, if not also on other rural sites. For example, the exceedingly high proportion of seventh century spateia found at Piscopio, outside of Vibo Valentia, or the Samos cistern type amphora from the declining town of Velia (SA), have been used to argue dirigisme to minor sites that may have played an important role in state or ecclesiastical administration67.
Per contra at the Roman town of Rieti (Lazio), which during the later 6th to 8th centuries maintained an institutional importance as a Lombard gastaldate, the ceramics of this period suggest that despite its administrative role, the economy was at a level which from a ceramic point of view could be termed rural (see below, rural areas)68.

3. Rural areas without central place

Rural areas without a central place are those that we have identified as being rural by late Roman times and which continued to be rural through early medieval times without the presence of major central places. Small central places generally existed, be they small Roman agro-towns in late antiquity or developing larges villages and fortified sites (incastellamento) later.
The rural settlement pattern characteristic of the late Roman period is still not particularly clear. Historical and archaeological evidence seems to show that the period was characterized by the increasing abandonment of small (medium-sized?) sites and the survival of some large sites, perhaps as estate centres in the mode of latifundia. However, it is possible that the smallest peasant structures are not readily identifiable in the archaeological record. Nonetheless, recent field surveys and excavations are beginning to shed some light on developments in late Roman times in rural areas in central and southern Italy. Some point may be considered in the present context.
Until the early fifth century the pattern of ceramic consumption on urban and rural sites seems to be essentially the same69. From the mid fifth century onwards imported wares arrived in greatly reduced quantities on most rural sites, presumably indicating some disruption in the regional exchange networks that supplied these wares70.
This is particularly clear at the excavated villa sites of Posto, San Rocco, San Vincenzo, Matrice, San Giovanni a Ruoti and Monte Gelato. A few sites near the coast, such as Sperlonga pottery, although why this should be so is not clear. Nonetheless, despite the increasing rarity of imported ceramics, the evidence shows that up until the late fifth too early sixth centuries a wide range of standardised products produced by local specialist potters continued to be available. It is significant that these products do not differ substantially from those reaching urban sites and, as we have suggested above, both regional and local supply mechanisms still based on nundinae continued to operate.
Recent studies of one of the most characteristic late Roman wares - slipped and painted pottery - seem to provide significant indicators as to the nature of he economic systems in this period. Before discussing this pottery it is necessary to clarify exactly what we mean by slipped and painted. There is some confusion as to the terminology employed to describe these wares painted being used to describe slipped and vice versa. In this paper we refer to slipped vessels as those with a slip covering partially or entirely one or both surfaces of a vessel. In general the slip is applied through total or partial immersion, although in some cases a cloth seems to have been used to smear the slip on. Partially slipped vessels often betray drops of slip running over the interior or exterior unslipped lower surfaces. The term painted is used to define vessels clearly decorated with lines of slip, whether broad or narrow lined, with or without other 'random' or well-defined motifs, following a precise idea or mental pattern of the artisan. In general these lines and motifs have been applied with a brush. Even though there may be some cases where it is not clear as to which category a particular vessel belongs, these seem to be rare and, in general terms, our definition sees to be appropriate in classifying early medieval ceramics.
Slipped pottery is a characteristic element of (late) Roman assemblages throughout most of central southern Italy. In southern Italy in particular from the late Roman period (circa the mid to late fourth century onwards) a distinctive tradition seems to emerge. Vessels with slipped or partially slipped surfaces, in the same or very similar forms, are found over areas of southern Italy and form a major element of assemblages of this period. The earliest products are decidedly slipped. Sometime during the fifth century vessels bearing both broad or narrow painted lines appear sporadically, although they are essentially characteristic of early medieval and later times, and gradually replaced the slipped wares, the latest examples of which appear to date to the seventh century. These slipped and painted wares are the most common type of fine ware found on sites in Campania, Molise, northern Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria and, whilst displaying many common attributes, do appear in distinctive local and regional variants. The evidence of slipped and painted wares is often used to argue continuity between the late Roman and medieval periods, however the somewhat gradual passage from one to the other is probably indicative of some sort of higher level change which is not yet identifiable.
The earliest late Roman slipped ware products are bowls, often rouletted, jugs and two-handled jars. From about the beginning of the fifth century these are increasingly accompanied by imitations of contemporary African Red Slip wares, especially form Hayes 61, closely coinciding with the decline of exportation from North Africa, probably because of a decline in African productivity ratios, and thus clearly "filling the gap"71. All this suggests that the lack of imports was not the result of a fall in consumer demand or that the long-established exchange networks had already ceased to function. This seems to be evident in Freed's detailed study of the wares circulating at San Giovanni di Ruoti, where imitations of even the most complex African forms have been found72. Many of these may have been produced at the site of Calle di Tricarico where kilns associated with large quantities of slipped and painted pottery have been found, although the excavations remain unpublished. Of the many forms, three are particularly common: a two-handled narrow-mouthed jar, a heavy flanged bowl, sometimes with a tubular spout, and a deep bowl (see Fig. 7.2; 4; 5-6)73. More or less identical forms have been recovered from both urban and rural sites at Banzi-Cervarezza, Venosa, Atella, Grumentum, Metaponto, Buccino, Sibari, Egnazia, and rare examples have been found even as far as San Vincenzo al Volturno in Molise. They were certainly not all from one production site, as preliminary neutron activation analysis has shown. Furthermore, some of the forms found at Metaponto seem to betray eastern Mediterranean influence74.
Thus, in the end it is even possible to argue for a certain last-minute vitality in local pottery industries which in itself is indicative of a certain economic stability in these areas.
This pattern appears to have survived until the early to mid sixth century when there was a dramatic change and the first patent signs of the ever increasing divergence between urban centres and the countryside which was to characterise the early medieval period. During this period the majority of surviving villa sites in most rural areas appear to have been finally abandoned. This is the case with the sites of Posto, San Giovanni di Ruoti, Vincenzo and Matrice. The exceptions are some coastal sites such as Sperlonga, some lying in the immediate hinterland of major settlements, such as villas in the Phlegrean Fields near Naples, some sites in the hinterland of Rome, and perhaps some sites in southern Calabria. 
Although the abandonment dates of many of these sites are based on the absence of imported fine wares and coins, which creates a chicken and egg argument, their presence in the latest deposits of these sires and the absence of contexts with local ceramic types which continued to be present elsewhere, add more support to this hypothesis. On some villa sites careful excavation has revealed traces of later occupation, characterized by the reuse of Roman buildings and the adoption of wooden structures. However, the absence of pottery which continued to be available in urban centres and on certain other sites where specialist production continued, implies a complete breakdown in the distribution mechanisms75. Clearly the situation in this period is complex however, all the evidence indicates that where settlement of some sort continued after this date it was characterized by a lower level of material culture and a radical change in the socio-economic framework.
In many inland and marginal areas, we have direct evidence for settlement following the abandonment of the surviving villa sites in the sixth century. Our rural ceramic evidence for this period comes largely from a number of cemeteries, in some cases associated with churches and in others with apparently deserted villas or farms. They are distributed throughout central and in particular southern Italy. All these sites are dated principally from the later sixth to the later seventh centuries on associated numismatic evidence or metalwork.
The ceramics contrast markedly with earlier pottery and with contemporary pottery circulating in towns such as Rome and Naples. This was noted as long ago as 1967, when Baldassarre analysed the pottery from the northerly cemeteries of Castel Trosino and Nocera Umbra76. Indeed, many cemetery vessels from throughout southern and central Italy display uneven profiles and irregular turning-marks although, as in the urban contexts, painted wares now predominate over slipped wares, save at Priverno and Castro dei Volsci, Lazio, where they are both absent77. The restricted range of vessels found in the cemeteries may be partly explained by the choice of depositing only closed forms in burials as part of a specific rite as will be seen when we consider the, albeit limited, evidence from settlements, although wooden open forms may long since have deteriorated78.
These cemetery vessels have many elements in common, although some forms appear to be unique to certain areas. Of the cemetery vessels in the area of Matera studied by Salvatore, the most common painted ware form (Fig. 8.23; Salvatore's type 13) and similar coarse ware form (Salvatore's type 11, Fig. 5,4) are common on cemeteries of this date in both Apulia and Campania79.
One of the rural areas which is better known is the western territory of the duchy of Benevento. One of the earliest of these cemeteries, perhaps dating to the early sixth century, seems to be that lying to the east of Altavilla Irpina, in prop. Conte, Belvedere, where some slipped "late Roman industry" vessels were found in tile tombs (a cappuccina), alongside cooking ware types80. More typical seem to be the cemeteTy sites located by Peduto which yield a consistent group of painted, slipped and plain jugs and beakers, many trefoil-mouthed. A tomb group from Casalbore (AV) has yielded two slipped vessels which appear to be more suited to a sixth century context, though they are associated with orecchini a cestello. Though they may in fact be seventh century, they raise both the problems of dating early medieval objects such as orecchini a cestello and pottery itself, as well as that of ceramic residuality, especially in a period when households may have been particularly careful in prolonging the life-span of the more valued ceramic vessels. At both San Lorenzo at Altavilla Silentina (SA) and Pratola Serra (AV) some of the painted jugs were associated with coins of the emperor Heraclius (610-641), thus providing a secure terminus post quem for the depositions81. The general pattern seems to repeat that of the pottery available on the nearby market of Naples, although with an impoverishment both of forms and manufacture.
The cemetery area of San Marco at Grumentum, dating to around the seventh century and yielding a coin of Heraclius (610-641), yielded three coarse pots82. One is a crude attempt at imitating the trilobed flagons of earlier times. It appears to have the unusual feature of a flat base, is undecorated, and is distinctly unaesthetic, leaving much to desire in the professionalism of the potter.
Of particular interest is the cemetery of Vicenne, Bojano, where, alongside a painted jug, various hand-made cooking pots were found. Hand-made pottery is not common and this element might be explained by the particular nature of the cemetery which seems to reflect a "traditional" group of Lombards, perhaps even semi-itinerant, buried with the horsess83.
Thus in ural areas, according o the evidence from cemeteries, specialist pottery production was replaced by simpler modes of production that furnished coarse wares and painted vessels in a limited variety of closed forms. In some cases these were supplemented by wooden platters and bowls, such as those that have been found alongside painted jugs with wooden bungs by Franciosi in a well at San Martino Valle Caudina (AV) and others found by Staffa in a pit at Pescara84.
The little evidence we have for ceramic vessels on rural settlements of this period, suggests a similar phenomenon. Recent archaeological work in the Sabina has identified some distinctive ceramic types of probable late sixth to seventh century date in deposits post-dating the late African Red Slip wares. Although they have even turning marks and comprise open as well as closed vessels, they differ from the products available in the major urban centres, being limited to coarse ware vessels in a restricted range of forms. It is significant that the same types are present both on rural sites and at a small administrative centre such as Rieti85. This may suggest that, despite the institutional importance of Rieti, which from the later sixth century was a Lombard sede gastaldale, its economy was essentially at a rural level.
Specific mention should now be made of southern Calabria, where important evidence has recently been published thanks to a conference organised by the Soprintendenza and the French School at Rome in 1989. Although the pattern of villa decline is also evident, continuity in forms of Byzantine territorial organisation may have slowed down the process with respect to other areas. The Roman villas of Casignana Palazzi, Quote San Francesco and Gioiosa Ionica and the site of Paleapoli, Locri, have all yelded seventh century pottery groups, and some perhaps reach the early eighth, such as the extra-mural settlement of Piscopio, Vibo Valentia86. Basins are usually common on these sites, generally bearing wavy-line incised or painted decoration on their rims, as are local transport amphorae, thus providing a parallel to the productions in Byzantine territories at Otranto and presumably, Naples. All in all, the picture that emerges from southern Calabria is one of continuity in professional potting and supply, presumably fostered by the Byzantine administration. Indeed, the site of Piscopio seems to have entered a preferential supply mechanism that made the most of surviving Byzantine territory in North Africa.
From the eight century, when the practise of burying goods in tombs ceased, evidence for settlement and pottery is extremely rare in most rural areas of southern and central Italy. What evidence exists is limited to sporadic finds that are difficult to date, such as those of Mondragone (site M 179) and Santa Maria in Civita'87. The deserted medieval village near Mondragone has yielded a pit group, with various well preserved vessels which are datable to the eighth or ninth centuries primarily on the basis of an amphora fragment similar to types produced in the Naples area. The pit group almost seems to represent a household assemblage and is composed of both painted table wares and a variety of cooking vessels, including a large cauldron or "stew-pot", small one handled Jars and a testo. Only the cauldron seems to be significantly absent in the the large urban assemblages. Santa Maria in Civita' is a hilltop site with radiocarbon dates ranging from the sixth to the ninth centuries: the pottery includes both painted table wares and coarse wares, including testi.
Although most of these vessels are competently made, they may in part reflect household production. Whitehouse indeed, suggests that “in sparsely populated areas... home production accounted for the majority of pottery made in the South in the seventh and early eighth centuries”88.
The later eighth and ninth centuries still remain largely a mystery, although shortly afterwards, coinciding with the phases of incastellamento, professional potters are attested in village communities89. In fact in many rural areas it is only from this period that pottery is once more attested.
If we adopt an argument of Arnold, it may be suggested that in the ninth and tenth century process of land occupation, new population pressure forced some such men into the craft of pottery production “because of their limited access to or ownership of agricultural land”. Such a model however probably has only limited applicability given that in the initial phases of incastellamento both ecclesiastical and seigneurial landowners often offered favourable terms to attract new settlers to the villages and work the lands. Two of the main consequences of incastellamento, concentration of population and intensification of agriculture, on the other hand could have in many cases directly stimulated the emergence of pottery production. In fact some potters seem to have emigrated from leading settlements, presumably which the villages (castelli) represented. Toubert notes how the men who settled the budding agricultural villages comprised not only farmers, but also specialist craftsmens90. The Chronicon Vulturnense records the existence of two potters, Landus and Domenicus, who were amongst the 15 contractors granted land by the Abbot of San Vincenzo to found a new village in the locality of Cerro al Volturno in 98991. It is impossible to evaluate the social position of potters in these settlements. However, by the eleventh century magistri figulorum appear close to leading central places and certain decorated pots begin to assume quite high values and travel notable distances. Despite these changes rural ceramic manufacture in much of central and southern Italy seems to have remained at a basic level.

4. Rural areas with developing central place

We have identified rural areas in which a distinct and major central place developed through the course of early medieval times with sites such as San Vincenzo al Volturno and Montecassino. We have left out lesser central places such as those represented by incastellamento, which are referred to above.
From the late eighth-century in particular important foci of settlement in rural areas were the monastic complexes, such as San Vincenzo al Volturno in Molise, Montecassino in southern Lazio, and Farfa in the Sabina. For these areas, prior to the foundation of the monasteries, there is little or no evidence of settlement and pottery consumption following the abandonment of medium to large earlier Roman sites in the fifth and early sixth centuries. In other words the pattern was typically rural.
The excavations of the monastery of San Vincenzo al Volturno have revealed a well-stratified sequence with rich ceramic deposits relating to the first, late eighth century, phase of the complex (before the construction of the main church in 803); to the early ninth century (the construction of the church 803-833); and to the mid to later ninth century (post construction of the church and prior to the Saracen attack, 833-881). These deposits are currently being studied92. Painted pottery and coarse wares are characteristic of the assemblage throughout the later eighth and ninth centuries. The mid to later ninth century pottery comprises painted ware in a wide range of open and closed forms, coarse ware jars, jugs and bowls, and a small amount of ceramica a vetrina pesante. The forms, and in particular those of the painted wares decorated with irregular broad bands of red or brown slip, still betray a descendancy from Roman potting practises (Figs. 9-10). The coarse or cooking wares, on the other hand, apart from parallels in Naples, include one large distinctive group of jars with angular collared rims which seem to find their closest analogies in south east France (Fig. 11.1-6). Although no production centres for the ninth century pottery of San Vincenzo have yet been found, petrological analysis indicates that the glazed pottery and some of the coarse wares were supplied by specialist potters outs de the region (see, for example, Fig. 11.1-6)93, whilst other wares are likely to have been produced by the monastery itself (Fig. 11.7), perhaps by the monks or "attached specialists"94.
Indeed, during the ninth century the complex was greatly enlarged and embellished and the settlement was transformed from a small community dependent on a modest church into a huge body of monks and lay servants comprising an articulated social group revolving around the monastery and its terra. Craft specialisation took place throughout this period, as is clearly evidenced by the glass and metal working furnaces and their products, the tile kiln, wall-paintings and the products of the scriptorium.
Although documents indicate that settlement existed in the terra, intensive field survey and limited excavation of a church have revealed no ninth century pottery, suggesting that much of the terra was a ceramic or that the pottery in use was in no way comparable to that at the monastery itself. This further suggests that specialist products were virtually exclusive to the monastery and that it was both socially and economically distinct from its dependencies at this time. The pottery produced outside the terra could have been produced by specialist potters m the dependencies outside the terra or by "attached specialists" who as part of their tribute to the monastery supplied pottery, or by potters who profitted from a link with the monastery to sell their goods exploiting an already existing distribution system. In fact the nearest possible provenances for the clays of these non-local products are situated in western Molise/northern Campania and a large proportion of the donations of land to the monastery in the eighth and ninth centuries were in fact in this area95. A dependency in northern Campania, S. Maria a Fauciano (near mod. Falciano del Massico), has yielded good-quality painted and cooking wares, perhaps in part produced locally, where good potting clays are to be found, and in part imported from Naples, where San Vincenzo had other dependent properties96. None of the pottery appears to have been imported from San Vincenzo itself. Thus central place or not, the pattern in this case continues to remain essentially rural until, at least, the turn-of the millennium.
In the tenth and 11th centuries a very different picture emerges. Following the Saracen attack of 881 the monastery was abandoned. When the monks returned at the beginning of the tenth century, whilst previously they had done little to develop the potential economic resources of the terra, they now found themselves in financial difficulties and as a result they reorganized the terra with the foundation of many hilltop settlements, linked with land clearance and the intensification of agriculture. It is only from this period that we have evidence for the use of pottery outside the monastery itself.
In the monastery, the pottery characteristic of the tenth century is very different, with a more restricted range of forms. The coarse wares seem now to be limited almost exclusively to local products - jars in a calcite gritted fabric (Fig. 12,1-2). Although painted pottery continues to be present in large quantities, it is limited almost entirely to closed forms.
Field survey of the terra has identified some of these incastellamento sites, two of which, Colle Castellano and Vacchereccia, have been excavated97. All these sites have yelded pottery, but more significant is the fact that it is identical to that of monastery (see, for example, Fig. 12,1-5). The evidence therefore indicates an important change in the social and economic relations between the monastery and its terra. It is probable that the creation of these concentrated settlements would have encouraged production and we know that two potters were amongst the people who founded the village of Cerro al Volturno (see above).
It is noteworthy that the only vessel well represented on the incastellamento villages but not at the monastery is the testo or portable baking oven (Fig. 12.6-8). This is probably a reflection of diverse cooking methods; at the monastery we can suppose the use of a centralized baking oven (as illustrated in the plan of St. Gall) where the kitchen served the entire congregation, and the use of a hearth by the inhabitants of the villages98.
We lack evidence for Montecassino, but archaeological work carried out at the monastery of Farfa and its territory suggests a similar pattern. At Farfa little material of early medieval date was recorded. From the ninth century the presence of small quantities of Forum ware of Rome production indicates renewed contacts with the capital, as this area of the Sabina once more came under Papal control. These products do not however seem to have been available outside the monastery itself. In fact in the terra of Farfa, it is onlyf rom the late tenth/early 11th century, that that small groups of Forum ware and sparse glaze ware typical of the Rome productions are present on incastellamento sites such as Rocca Baldesca and from the 11th century on various sites identified by the survey, associated with coarse and domestic wares probably of local production99. Thus the evidence from Farfa suggests, as at San Vincenzo, that the wider availability of ceramic products was in some way linked with the process of incastellamento.

Conclusion

In this essay we have attempted to use the ceramic evidence to propose social and economic models. The model presented here is perforce preliminary and may not stand up to future research, but we feel that until ceramics are used to postulate social and economic models their potential is not being fully realized. We strongly believe that ceramic research is one of the areas in which archaeology can contribute forcefully to understanding Roman and medieval Italy.

PAUL ARTHUR, HELEN PATTERSON*



*The paper is of joint conception, the definition of an urban centre is based on the model proposed by P.A. (1991, 761). He is responsible for the text on models l and 2, and H.P. for that on models 3 and 4. The introduction and conclusions are to be considered as signed jointly. We should like to thank Sally Cann for most of the pottery drawings and the inking-in of the Campanian examples from originals by Michele Varchetta and P.A.
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